On Point Paper Piecing Workshop with Amy Friend of www.duringquiettime.com
Sew the Daisy Chain quilt from Amy's most recent book, Petal and Stem. In this class, you will learn how
to create two on-point paper-pieced blocks, a stylized flower and stem. You’ll learn both paper piecing
skills and how to sew a curve to a paper pieced arc. This skill translates to other blocks such as the New
York Beauty. Continue to sew your blocks at home and pop them into the on-point Daisy Chain layout, a
modern layout with alternate gridwork and negative space.
Materials Fee: Due to the publisher’s requirements and copyright issues, Petal and Stem is required for
class and can be ordered directly from the instructor here:
https://www.etsy.com/listing/754832292/petal-stem
Please do not share copies.

General Supplies:
Sewing Machine
Cutting Mat
Rotary Cutter
Iron/Ironing Board
Ruler—at least 12” long
90/14 Sewing Machine Needle (Superior Titanium Coated Topstitch Needle recommended)
Thread for project (Aurifil Cotton 50wt recommended)
Pins (Clover Flower Head pins recommend)

Seam Ripper
Fabric Scissors
Fabric Requirements: (Note: depending on your comfort level, you may wish to purchase extra fabric.
These requirements do not factor in extra for mistakes and assume that you will maximize your
yardage.)
Fabric to have on hand for the workshop
2 yards of background fabric should be plenty
Strip 2” x WOF, strip 1” x WOF of green fabric for
leaves
1/4 yard for petals
4” x 20” piece for flower centers

Total fabric needed to complete project
4 ½ yards of solid background fabric (more if a
print)
1/3 yard green fabric for leaves
½ yard fabric for petals
¼ yard for flower centers

If you tend to always be ahead of the class, you may wish to bring more fabric.

Optional Supplies:
Glue Stick/Fabric Glue Pen
Stiletto
Smaller pins for curved piecing
Seam Roller (if you prefer over pressing)
Add a Quarter Ruler

Workshop Prep:
Please print a couple of copies of “Stem 4” and “Daisy” foundation patterns from Petal + Stem, following
the enlargement directions found in the book. You can print these on copy paper or specialty paper
piecing paper if you prefer. I use copy paper.

